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Abstract— Spectrum-overlay scenarios for wideband multi-
carrier (MC) systems bring new technical challenges that must
be considered during the system design. In such a scenario,
the receiver has to perform actions, such as channel estimation
and synchronization, in the presence of possibly strong in-band
interference. In this paper, we modify the iterative maximum
likelihood joint frame synchronization and channel estimation
algorithm for downlink MC-CDMA presented in [1] to have
better performance in the presence of narrowband interference.
The performance of the modified algorithm is verified through
computer simulations and compared with the original one.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, multi-carrier (MC) systems have attracted an
increasing interest due to their use in digital audio and video
broadcasting services and to the possible adoption in Fourth-
Generation (4G) mobile communication standards [2], [3].
One of the main advantages they offer is robustness against
frequency selectivity encountered in high-rate wireless chan-
nels.

As the bandwidth resources are scarce, sometimes the MC
system has to coexist with narrowband (NB) legacy systems
that use the same bandwidth. The presence of these narrow-
band interference (NBI) hampers the proper action of the MC
system. In [4]–[6], we have investigated the influence of the
NBI on different data-aided synchronization algorithms for
timing and frequency synchronization. In this paper, we extend
our previous research by investigating the impact of digital
modulated NBI on the iterative algorithm for joint channel im-
pulse response estimation and frame synchronization in MC-
CDMA proposed in [1]. Moreover, we modify the algorithm
to have better performance in the presence of NBI.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II,
a MC-CDMA system model and a narrow-band interference
model are described. The derivation of the modified algorithm
in the presence in NBI is illustrated in section III. Simulation
results are shown in section IV. Finally, the conclusions are
given in section V.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. MC-CDMA System Model

In this section, we summarize the MC-CDMA system model
proposed in [1]. The block diagram of a downlink MC-CDMA
transmitter with M active users is shown in figure 1. Frame
based transmission is assumed, where for every user each
frame consists of Xc coded bits. The Xc coded bits are

mapped on Xd symbols belonging to a 2q point-constellation,
Xd = Xc/q. The resulting Xd symbols are broken into Bs

blocks of length Q, where Q = Xd/Bs. Further, the blocks
of length Q are spread, S/P converted, interleaved in the
frequency domain, converted to the time domain using an N -
dimensional inverse Fourier transform (IFFT), and finally the
cyclic prefix of length ν samples is inserted. We can write the
n-th time-domain sample (n = −ν, . . . , N − 1) of the j-th
MC block of the k-th user as

s
(k)
j,n =

√
Es

N + ν

Q−1∑
q=0

Ns−1∑
s=0

d
(k)
j,q c(k)

s ej2πm(k)
q,sn/N (1)

where d
(k)
j,q is the q-th modulated data symbol at j-th MC-

CDMA block for k-th user, c
(k)
s is the s-th chip of the Ns-

dimensional spreading code of the k-th user, Es denotes the
energy per symbol, and m

(k)
q,s is the index of the modulated

subcarrier. We further define the MC block duration T and
the sampling duration Ts = T/NT , where NT = N + ν.
The signals of the M different users are added, shaped with
a normalized transmit filter and transmitted over the channel
to the mobile stations. Finally, each data frame is preceded by
Bp pilot MC blocks, to be able to estimate the channel taps h
and the integer propagation delay ∆. A part of the subcarriers
of the pilot MC blocks contains training symbols while the
remainder of the carriers is taken up with administrative data.

B. Narrowband Interference Model

We assume the NBI consists of NI digital modulated
signals, as e.g. occurs in the (B-VHF) system [7]. Following
the interference model from [5], [8], the interfering signal
xI(t) can be written as

xI(t) =
NI∑
l=1

∞∑
i=−∞

zh,lpl(t − iTl − τl) ej2π(f0+fc,l)t (2)

where fc,l is the carrier frequency deviation from the MC
central carrier frequency f0 for the lth interferer, pl(t) is the
time domain response of the transmit filter of the lth interferer,
zh,l is the hth data symbol of the lth interferer, τl is its delay,
and 1/Tl its sample rate. The total NBI signal at the output
of the matched filter of the MC receiver is given as

rI(t) =
NI∑
l=1

∞∑
i=−∞

zi,l e
j2πfc,liTl gl(t − iTl) (3)
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Fig. 1. Downlink MC-CDMA transmitter

where gl(t) is the convolution of p0(−t) and pl(t −
τl) exp (j2πfc,lt) and p0(t) is the time domain response of the
MC-CDMA receiver filter. It is assumed that the interfering
symbols are uncorrelated with each other, i.e. E[zh,lz

∗
h′,l′ ] =

E′
lδll′δhh′ , where E′

l is the energy per symbol of the lth
interferer. Further, the interfering data symbols are statistically
independent of the MC data symbols. The signal to interfer-
ence ratio (SIR) at the input of the receiver is defined as [4]–[6]

SIR =
2σ2

s/T0∑NI

l=1

E′
l

Tl

(4)

where σ2
s is the variance of the MC transmitted sample per

real dimension.

III. SOFT INFORMATION AIDED JOINT ML CHANNEL

ESTIMATION AND FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION ALGORITHM

IN THE PRESENCE OF NBI

In [1], the delay ∆ and the channel taps hare estimated in an
AWGN environment. In this section, we modify the estimation
algorithm to estimate ∆ and h in the presence of NBI. The
conceptual block diagram of the receiver is shown in fig. 2.
The receiver of user k′ employs the ML algorithm to obtain
initial estimates (e.g., by exploiting the Bp pilot MC symbols)(
∆̂, ĥ

)
for the timing offset ∆ and the channel taps h (itera-

tion 0). Then, the a posteriori expectations of the transmitted
symbols are computed. Although the a posteriori expectations
of the symbols serve for decoding and data detection, they can
also be used to iteratively improve the timing synchronization
and channel estimation. As shown in [1], the received sequence
r= [r (−νTs) , . . . , r ((Bs+Bp) T +(∆max+L −ν−2) Ts)]

T

of NT (Bs + Bp)+∆max+L−1 time-domain samples is suf-
ficient to synchronize, to estimate channel impulse response,
and to detect the data, where ∆max denotes to the maximum
integer part of the propagation delay. This sequence contains
the contributions of the Bp pilot blocks and Bs data blocks.
We can write

r = S∆h + w + Int (5)

where h = [h0, h1, ..., hL−1]
T is the vector of the L

channel taps, the vector w consists of the thermal noise,
the Multiple Access Interference (MAI) can be modeled as
a zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable with vari-
ance σ2 per real dimension and the vector Int corresponds

to the narrowband interference signal. Further, S∆ is a
(NT (Bp + Bs) + ∆max + L − 1) × L matrix defined as

S∆ =


 0∆×L

S
0(∆max−∆+L−1)×L


 . (6)

where 0X×Y is the X × Y all zero matrix and S is a
(NT (Bs + Bp) + L − 1) × L Toeplitz matrix consisting of
two Toeplitz matrices: S = SP + SD where SP and SD

respectively contain the time-domain samples of the pilot
blocks and data blocks with

(SP )i,j =




sp(i − j) i = 0, . . . , NT Bp − 1,
j = 0, . . . , L − 1, i ≥ j

0 i = NT Bp, . . . , NT (Bp + Bs) − 1,
j = 0, . . . , L − 1

(7)

(SD)i,j =




0 i = 0, . . . , NT Bp − 1
j = 0, . . . , L − 1

sd(i − j) i = NT Bp, . . . , NT (Bp + Bs) − 1,
j = 0, . . . , L − 1

(8)
where sp(i − j) and sd(i − j) are the transmitted pilot and
data time domain MC-CDMA samples respectively. Taking
into account (7) and (8), we can break up S∆ = S∆,P +S∆,D.

A. Initial ML Estimation

For the initial estimation, we consider only the pilot sym-
bols, i.e. the unknown coded symbols are ignored. In that case,
the observation model yields r = S∆,P h+w+Int. The initial
ML estimate of the delay and channel taps is obtained as [1]:[

∆̂, ĥ
]

= arg max
∆,h

{log p (r |S∆,P ,h )} (9)

where

log p (r |S∆,P ,h ) ∝
{
− (r − S∆,P h)H C−1

x (r − S∆,P h)
}

(10)
and Cx is the covariance matrix given by

[Cx]k,k′ = E
[
(w(k) + I(k)) (w(k′) + I(k′))H

]
= 2σ2 +

NI∑
l=1

El

∞∑
h=−∞

gl(kT0 − hTl)g∗l (k′T0 − hTl)(11)
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Fig. 2. The conceptual block diagram of the receiver

We assume that the delay ∆ belongs to the range
{0, 1, . . . ∆max}. For each value of ∆, the corresponding
estimated channel ĥ∆ can be found in closed form as

ĥ∆ =
(
SH

∆,P C−1
x S∆,P

)−1
SH

∆,P C−1
x r (12)

Further, we use (12) to perform a one-dimensional search to
find value for ∆:

∆̂ = arg max
∆

{
log p

(
r
∣∣∣S∆,P , ĥ∆

)}
(13)

Finally, the channel estimate yields ĥ = ĥ∆̂.

B. Soft Information Aided Estimation

The estimates of the previous section can be used as initial
estimates in an iterative soft information aided estimation. We
now use as observation model not only the pilot symbols as
in the previous section, but we also take into account the data
symbols. We follow the same reasoning as in [1] and take into
account the statistical properties of the NBI through Cx. The
updates of the delay and the channel taps at iteration ξ can
then be written as :

ĥ∆(ξ + 1) =
(
S̃H

∆(ξ)C
−1
x S̃∆(ξ)

)−1

S̃H
∆(ξ)C

−1
x r (14)

∆̂(ξ + 1) = arg max
∆

{
−

(
r − X̃∆(ξ)

)H

C−1
x

(
r − X̃∆(ξ)

)}
(15)

where X̃∆(ξ) = S̃∆(ξ)h∆(ξ), S̃∆(ξ) is obtained by replacing

in (1) s
(k′)
j,n with their corresponding a posteriori expectations

E

[
s
(k′)
i,m

∣∣∣∣ r, θ̂ (ξ)
]

, where θ̂ (ξ) =
[
∆̂(ξ) ĥ(ξ)

]
. Finally, the

estimated channel ĥ(ξ + 1) = ĥ∆̂(ξ + 1).

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To validate the proposed algorithm, we have carried out
Monte Carlo simulations. We consider a system with M = 1
user, using a convolutional code with constraint length 5, rate
R = 1/2 and polynomial generators (23)8 and (35)8. A block

length of Xb = 240 information bits was chosen, leading to
Xc = 480 coded bits. Coded bits are Gray-mapped onto an 8-
PSK constellation, resulting in Xd = 160 data symbols. This
sequence of Nd 8-PSK symbols is broken up into Bs = 20
blocks of Q = 8 symbols. Spreading sequences are real-
valued Walsh-Hadamard sequences, with chips belonging to{
− 1√

Ns
,+ 1√

Ns

}
and have a length Ns = 32, leading to

N = QNs = 256 required subcarriers. To initialize the EM
algorithm, the Bs data MC symbols are preceded by Bp = 1
pilot MC symbol. Within the pilot MC symbol, only 25% of
the subcarriers are devoted to training. The remaining 75%
of the carriers is reserved for administrative data, and cannot
be used during the synchronization/estimation process. The
channel has length L = 15 and was modeled with independent
components, each component being a zero-mean complex
Gaussian random variable with an exponential power delay
profile [1]:

E
[
|h (l)|2

]
= Eh exp (−l/5) , l = 0, . . . , L − 1 (16)

where Eh is chosen such that the average energy per subcarrier
is normalized to unity. Hence, the energy of the channel is
concentrated mainly in the first few channel taps. To avoid
ISI, a cyclic prefix of length ν = 16 is employed. Further,
transmit filters are square-root raised-cosine filters with roll
off factors α0 = 0.25 and αl = 0.5 for MC and interfering
signals, respectively. We assume NI = 1 interferer and fc,1 =
0. The bandwidths of the MC and interferer spectrum equal
B0 = 1

T0
= 1024 kHz and B1 = 1

T1
= 25 kHz. We use

QPSK modulation for the interferer signals. The time delay of
the interferer equals τ1 = 0.

Figure 3 shows the mean squared estimation error σ2
h of

the channel for both the original and the modified algorithm,
assuming perfect timing synchronization (∆ = 0), as a
function of the signal to interference ratio (SIR). As can be
observed, a strong improvement of σ2

h is achieved after two
iterations. At low values of SIR, σ2

h decreases for increasing
SIR. At high values of SIR, σ2

h is independent of the SIR
as the effect of the NBI diminishes. As expected, the modified
algorithm performs better than the original algorithm at low
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values of SIR. However, at high values of SIR, σ2
h for both

algorithms converge to the same asymptote, corresponding to
the case where no interference is present. This asymptote is
determined by the signal to noise ratio (Eb/N0).

Figure 4 shows the probability of false synchronization Pf

assuming perfect channel estimation for both algorithms as
function of SIR. As can be observed, a large improvement
is achieved after the first iteration. At low values of SIR,
the modified algorithm is better than the original algorithm.
However, at high values of SIR, Pf of both algorithms
reach the same asymptote, corresponding to the case where
no interference is present.

Figure 5 shows the BER performance, assuming perfect
timing synchronization (∆ = 0). As can be observed, when
performing data-aided channel estimation, the BER degrada-
tion as compared to perfect channel knowledge is unaccept-
able. Soft information aided estimation is able to reduce this
degradation to around 1 dB after 2 iterations. The BER of the
modified algorithm shows an improvement as compared to the
original algorithm.

Figure 6 show BER performance for the delay estimator,
assuming perfect channel estimation. The BER performance
of the modified algorithm shows an improvement as compared
to the original algorithm.

Figure 7 shows the BER performance for joint frame
synchronization and channel estimation for the two algorithms.
As expected, the data aided estimator (iteration 0) gives rise to
large degradations. On the other hand, soft information aided
algorithm has good performance after two iterations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We adapt the code aided joint frame synchronization
and channel estimation algorithm for downlink MC-CDMA
presented in [1] to have better performance in the presence of
narrowband interference. The performance of the modified al-
gorithm is compared to the original algorithm in the following
three scenarios: first, we consider the estimation of the channel
impulse response, assuming perfect timing synchronization.
Next, we consider the estimation of the frame delay, assuming
perfect channel estimation. Finally, we consider joint channel
estimation and frame synchronization. The results indicate that
the modified algorithm has better MSEE performance and
lower probability of false synchronization than the original
algorithm. Further, BER of the modified algorithm slightly
outperforms the one of the original algorithm.
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